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CSCI 254:  Introduction to Computer Organization
Final Exam -- closed book section

13 December, 1993

The entire exam is to be turned in at 5:45PM.  Work the closed book section first and turn it in before you
consult your books and notes to work on the open book section.  The use of calculators is forbidden
during the closed book section of the exam.

There are two pages to the closed book section!

Name: 

Choose the most appropriate phrase for terminating each sentence.  Circle your choice.  There are ten
multiple-choice questions.  Each question counts two points.

Flip-flops that change states on the start or end of a The caching strategy in which all writes require about
clock pulse are called the same time is

A: value-driven. A: associative.
B: edge-triggered. B: direct mapped.
C: sequential. C: write through.
D: combinatorial. D: write back.

The number of nanoseconds in one second is You would expect a decoder with 32 logical outputs
A: 1000. to have
B: 1000000. A: 3 logical inputs.
C: 1000000000. B: 5 logical inputs.
D: 1000000000000. C: 1024 logical inputs.

Today, memory access time for the external caches
used on PC's is about The two major ways of controlling a CPU are

A: 20 picoseconds. A: hardwired and microprogrammed.
B: 20 nanoseconds. B: software and firmware.
C: 20 milliseconds. C: sequential and combinatorial.
D: 20 megaseconds. D: decoded and floating.

The boolean identity (xy)'=(x'+y') is a corrallory of In general, the first instruction cycle is the
A: DeMarley's theorem. A: PC increment.
B: DeMagogue's theorem. B: register transfer.
C: DeMano's theorem. C: branch.
D: DeMorgan's theorem. D: fetch.

x + x y is equivalent to
A: x. The register that holds the address of the instruction
B: y. to be executed next is the
C: x + y. A: address register.
D: x y. B: location counter.

D: 4294967296 logical inputs.

C: stack pointer.
D: program counter.
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Each of the following ten tasks or questions counts two points.

1. What are the following following four gates called?

3. What is the two's complement of the 8-bit binary number 00101100?

4. Translate the hexadecimal number 3A into a binary number.

5. Translate the binary number 1001011 into a decimal number.

6. Translate 3.75 into a binary number with a binary point.

6. What does the following symbol do in diglog?


